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Dear PINS,
Attached is a supplement to my previous submission containing new information, also
attached are two pd files "Aviation's future lands at the Paris Air Show" and "Electric
aircraft transform regional air travel. 

Please note I object to the proposed restriction to passenger departure times to post 1200
hrs. 

Regards,

Julian eagle
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This is a supplement to my representation in support of the Manston Airport DCO.  


This years Paris Air Show presented a “progress report” concerning developments in electric air 


transport that support my previous submission with regard to the stimulus that electric air transport 


will give to provincial airports including Manston and to my assertion that electric air transport is not 


science fiction but becoming, imminently, a science fact. 


 In support, is a two page article by Kerry Lynch, “Aviations future lands at the Paris Air Show”, (pdf 


attached). The article is self explanatory and includes a photograph of the Alice, all electric prototype 


aircraft and details of the very large sums of money being poured into R & D in this area and by 


whom. The future of aviation is almost silent and clean. Aircraft like the Alice could be used to 


connect to hubs like Schiphol, Paris or Heathrow or to other provincial airports like Edinburgh, 


Sheffield or East Midlands from Manston Airport, this could be happening in less than five years 


from now. 


 Manston Airport was closed just as the post 2008 depression was ending, triggering the 


unprecedented increase in the demand for passenger and freight transport in the following years. 


Now, on top of that realised increased demand, are the opportunities presented by electric aviation 


which could transform the connectively of South Kent and take some of the load from Heathrow in a 


sustainable and environmentally friendly manner. The economic benefit in this area will not be 


available if Manston Airport becomes a housing estate. 


I note that it is proposed that the hours of operation available for passenger transport at Manston 


are proposed to be limited, in view of the above, this would be a own goal for the project; I object. 


Also please note that electric aircraft will be able to land at night with a hardly detectable noise 


footprint. 


I suspect that even RSP do not yet understand the commercial possibilities that are imminent in this 


area including opportunities for airside R &D, plus test flying in the open Flight Information Region 


(FIR) near to the Manston Airport runway. Electric transport for journeys of less that 700 miles is 


almost available, it is incredible to me that this matter has not been more widely considered as an 


aspect of the DCO application. 


Electric freight could undercut the belly cargo market for distances of less than 700 miles, but 


hundreds of small electric aircraft will not be welcome at passenger hubs like Heathrow where high 


landing fees would discourage small aircraft. Much of this small cargo could be forwarded to the 


door by autonomous drone flights so every aspect of cargo chain could operate from Manston 


Airport. 


 Attached (in pdf) is an article by Chad Berndt on behalf of the Tesla Corporation in the US, (but the 


information is relevant to the UK), “Electric Aircraft could transform short distance regional aircraft, 


but some bullet points are: 


 “Electric and hybrid aircraft have the potential to open new regions, revitalise small 


neglected airports, and create jobs in small communities... “ 


 “60% Reduction in operating costs”. 


 “80% Lower emissions and noise”. 







 “In a globalized economy, communities without a good air service struggle to attract 


investment and create jobs”. 


 


Manston Airport is in the right location, as the airport nearest to Europe in the UK, at the 


right time, (the age of electric air transport is almost upon us) and no government finance is 


required, if the DCO is approved, Manston will be available in just in time to allow aircraft 


like the Alice to operate from South Kent. 


 


Related to finance, please note that if you add the sum of money in the RSP accounts (that 


have been presented to yourselves) spent on the DCO process to date, to the sum of money 


that RSP have established that they have on hand at the bank, held for the possible CPO land 


purchase and it’s compensations, the sum achieved is near to the sum that was required for 


the original £27 million CPO that was rejected by TDC because RSP “did not have the 


money”. The discredited local politician whose assertions blocked that CPO application has 


now run away, but the assertions relating to RSP’s ability to pay continue to be made. The 


simple calculation I suggest (above) could be a guide to who has been making accurate 


judgements about RSP’s access to capital in the past. 
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